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Why this formation?

1. Has a player in every zone in Defenders, midfielders and strikers

2. Forces our team to play through the team and not direct 

3. Wide players make good soccer shapes in diamonds and triangles 

with central players

4. Forces us to develop movement from the back and build up play 

5. Gives good opportunities to switch the field of play 

6. Stretches opponents with our width

7. Forces our Goalkeeper to play out of the back increasing technical 

development and tactical awareness

8. Gives an opportunity to play real soccer in combination play. 

9. Forces effective striker moment and not just a kick and run



11 V 11 formation Team Roles

1. Goalkeeper- should be as comfortable with feet as hands-

communicator- Covers defense as high up field as needed-

2. Outside right defender- Needs to be athletic -overlapping 

and supporting in attack. Zoning and covering in defense 

3. Outside Left defender- Needs to be athletic overlapping 

and supporting in attack. Zoning and covering in defense 

4. Central Defender –Decisive, strong in tackle, comfort 

passing across field- Cover outside defender, central 

midfielder in defense- looks to pass and support in midfield 

5. Central Defender –Decisive, strong in tackle, comfort 

passing across field- Cover outside defender, central 

midfielder in defense- looks to pass and support in midfield 

6. Defensive midfielder Disciplined player –defensive minded, 

able to win back the ball and start quick attacks with simple 

transitioning passes   – plays out of the back and drops to 

deny passing lanes into the striker

7. Wide midfielder right- good dribbler, able to hold ball up for 

overlap- should cover the central midfielder and the striker 

8. Central midfielder- comfortable in possession- good passer 

and able to hold position in center and support play early

9. Goal scorer – is the type of striker that runs on- not 

defensive minded- selfish and confident 

10. Play maker- Creative, aware, good passer comfortable on 

ball -this player possesses ability to bring others into attack 

11. Wide midfielder left good dribbler, able to hold ball up for 

overlap- covers central midfielder and the striker 



Team understanding 

To have the players understand the numbers system 

This will define what each player does and where they play when they get to 11v11 
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Team Shape Objective 1

To maintain our Team shape 1-3-3-2

Our shape expands in possession, covering as much of the field that can be passed to 

in relation to the teams leg strength and constrict in defense with players making 

distance adjustments based on the quality in certain positions that the opponents have

Our Shape (including GK) should move forward and backwards in relation to the ball  



Shape objective 1

Establish Depth

One of our forward’s should be on the halfway line or level with the last defender 

pending on which one is closer to the opponents goal. Our forwards should pose a 

threat to the goal. Sometimes the 10 is the higher player so that they can check and 

create space for the 9 to run 
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Shape Objective 2

Move the ball effective while maintain good shape 

To do this we need width, depth and team awareness from our central players

To improve the effectiveness of this the player receiving a pass either needs to be 

central creating triangles, wide or as long as possible 
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Get the Goalkeeper out of the penalty area 

The Goalkeeper should move up with the team (coming out of the penalty box) 

maintaining a distance behind the last defender appropriate for cover. The goalkeeper 

should look to come out and kick away when the ball is played behind the defender or 

wide player
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Establish Width

When we are central we need our outside midfielders to be as wide as possible. This 

stretches out the opponents and creates opportunities to pass forward or attack space 

If our wide midfielders provide width 

Can our players then pass where the space is created 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

Defensive Objective 1
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Get the fullbacks to zonal Defend

Our players must see zones and understand their zone and the zones they are 

connected to .We must have pressure on the ball with the other 2 defenders covering. 

The 5 and 3 must be in a position to cover, see the ball and opponents at the same time. 

The 3 will finish in the center of field            

Note: The Right defender is defending on the left side of the ball sending the red player to  the side with less support



Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

Defensive Objective 2

Defending Effectively with the central defender 

The 2 and 3 must cover the space. The fullbacks must be in a position to cover both 

sides of the central defender and be ready if the ball is passed outside.                                                    
Note: The Centre defender is defending on the right side of the ball sending the red player to  the side with less support
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

Defensive Objective 3

Defending effectively with the outside midfielder

The other 6 and 11 must cover at an angle keeping play in front of them and compact 

the field. 

Note 7 is making the attacker move inside to where cover is
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

Defensive Objective 4

Defending effectively with the central midfielder

The 7 and 11 must pinch inside to compact the field and deny passing lanes to the 

forward. This must happen all the way up the field 
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

Defensive Objective 5

Defending effectively 2 outside zones connected 

The 7 must press the ball. As 7 is making the attacker stay on the outside the 2 must 

step into the 7’s zone with 5 and 3 shifting giving up zone 3. This happens all up the field  

Note: Even though the 2 has a player in their zone they mist step as the mindset has to be  COVER ZONES NOT PLAYERS
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Zone 4 Zone 5 Zone 6

Defensive Objective 6

Defending effectively 2 central zones connected 

Note: The outside midfielders cant  help the central midfielder so the center defender steps up to cover. The outside 

defenders shift across to compact the field. The opponents wide play is left open as the defending team prioritizes high  

risk  player
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Defensive third Objective 1 
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To get comfortable in playing back to the goalkeeper

When opponents play direct we MUST be comfortable playing back to alleviate 

pressure. This gives confidence or a purpose for training in this pressured environment. 

Note: As the ball is going back to the keeper 2 and 3 are getting wide to make a diamond. The keepers decision is based on 

how the opponents react 
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Defensive third Objective 2

The goalkeeper makes them self the additional player

Note: The ball must be at the goalkeepers feet either from a back pass or from a save and then placed down. The 

goalkeeper must have the confidence to hold the ball at their feet and invite pressure 

Timing and awareness is key. In the older ages this will control the speed of play. 

In this picture the GK holds the ball and the wide player pressures. Our wide player then drops back to receive  
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Midfield Objective 1 
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Get full backs into the attack 

The outside defender must always go into attack filling the space in front or behind that 

the outside midfielder is not playing in 

Note -ON doing this the remaining 2 defenders shift across and  cover the space 



Midfield Objective 2
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Break the central defender into attack 

When the 8 is out of position and there is space 5 can break into midfield making an 

additional player

Note: on doing so the 2 and 3 covers the zone



Team Objective 2

To recognize when to switch the play 

The team needs to have an awareness of pressure but a moment against it 

As 2 has the ball and the reds pressure the goalkeeper, 5 and 8 are good options to get 

the ball across to the other side of the field 
Note- both 5 and 8 should check backwards to create space for a pass or to open a passing lane 
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Team Objective 3 

To make the strikers check to receive 

As the ball is moves strikers should pick up on visual cues of when to check. It should be 

1. When the receiving player is facing forward 

2. When the quality of pass into them is good

3. When the ball is settled 
Note At this time the 10 always checks towards the ball 
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Team Objective 4 

Recognition of support 

As the ball is played into a striker the players should look to support based on where the 

striker has checked to

As the ball is played into 2 8 supports- this can trigger another secondary movement 

based on where 8 receives and where they are facing  
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Dead Ball Objectives
Corners

To create more goal scoring opportunities from Corners                                                   

Movement is made based on when the delivery occurs. Delivery is based on pressure 

with the preference being the short quick corner. Targets have the option of controlling 

the ball or allowing it to run through to secondary players. The players who don’t take 

the shot are prepared to follow up for rebounds 
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1. Short option- the outside defender on that side of the field

2. Near post runner

3. Center of the goal runner

4. Edge of penalty area 

5. Back post  
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To create more goal scoring opportunities from Free kicks. All other free kicks should be 

looked to be passed short and quickly                                                 
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Option 1 is the shot 

Option 2 is the ball to the running player

Option 3 is to the player at the side

Option 4 is the pass to the player standing in the wall who can either 

shoot or set up 3 or kicker
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All movement occurs when the player puts the ball down
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To create an open player from a throw in 

1. The receiving player is marked so he spins and runs into the space behind 
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To get 2nd player movement from a throw in

1. The receiving player is marked and spins and is followed by his defender

2. The player that was far away checks into the space
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Advanced Objectives 



Team objective 3 

To recognize when to switch fields and add in an overlap to overload 

The players need to 

1.Understand when to change the sides in which we attack 

2.What path through the central player does the ball go 

3.As the ball is traveling the outside midfielder creates space for an overlap 
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Combination play 2- The Overlap Decoy

Recognition of Using the fullback overlap as a decoy and secondary movement  

7 held the ball up and 2 overlapped. As pressure tracked the run of 2 this opens a pass 

centrally. This cue makes 10 check towards the ball and 9 spin and run in behind. 

This could also trigger 8 to check and 11 to get a pass 

Note= 2 continues with the run in behind the red defense and may still get a pass from 10 and then will have 9 to cross to 
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Establish Width through outside defenders – U12

If the outside midfielders cant get wide on the side we are attacking the outside 

defenders come up to support and provide the width 

On moving forward the remaining two defenders shift across to cover the space and 

support 
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Team Objective 5 

3rd player movement 

The 3rd player runs into the space created by 10’s check 

This could be the 9 or the 11 or the 7 
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Striker Objective 1

To Get the forwards to work movement combinations 

Forward movement will unbalance the opposing back line and create space for a 3rd

player to run into or for the forward 

The movement must be timed and made as the passer is receiving the ball 
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Striker Objective 2

Forward working movement combinations 

Forward movement will distract the opposing back line and create space for a 3rd player 

to run into or for the forward 

The movement must be timed and made as the passer is receiving the ball

This movement is designed to give a short and long passing option  
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Striker Objective 3

Forwards working movement combinations 

Forward movement will distract the opposing back line and create space for a 3rd player 

to run into or for the forward 

The movement must be timed and made as the passer is receiving the ball 
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